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Press release 2018-10-02 

 

Peter Dahlgren leaves Nordnet  

 

Peter Dahlgren leaves the role as CEO of Nordnet with immediate effect. 
Anders Danielson, today Chief Commercial Officer, takes on the role as acting 
CEO. A search process for a permanent CEO is initiated immediately. 

- Nordnet is on an exciting change journey where rapid technological development, 
continued increasing regulations and more aware customers set the agenda for 
how the user experience will evolve going forward. During his time as CEO, Peter 
has initiated this change work with high intensity, and built the foundation for the 
world's best customer experience in savings and investments. Peter and I agree 
that the company is now entering a different phase with new challenges, says 
Hans Larsson, chairman of Nordnet. 

Peter Dahlgren took over as CEO of Nordnet in May 2017, in connection with the 
buy-out from the stock exchange. Anders Danielsson has worked at Nordnet since 
the summer of 2017 with responsibility for sales and marketing, and now takes on the 
position as acting CEO. 

Over the past year, Nordnet has made a number of successful product launches, 
implemented a new visual identity and started a new initiative in mortgage lending. 

- I would like to thank Peter for his efforts at Nordnet, especially for the way he has 
initiated the major change work in order to create the digital bank of the future. I 
wish him good luck with future challenges, concludes Hans Larsson. 
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